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Values are those things that are most important to us – they guide us in the way we
live and work. Living according to our values makes life more satisfying. Not living
according to our values feels wrong and makes us feel less energised and less
connected. When our values are clear to us, making decisions becomes easier –
they are the ‘road signs’ of our lives. When we get lost they help us to get back on
track.
Nevertheless, many people find it hard to articulate their values – or at least to
identify those that are really important and fundamental. When people are asked to
express their values they often quote ideas that are based on social norms or
historical pressures (from parents or peers).
The VbIM questionnaire is designed to clarify and challenge some of your ideas, to
question whether some of what you say is more superficial and to help you identify
what is more fundamental. Making this a conscious effort helps people determine
their priorities and decide how much life is turning out the way they want it to be.
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The VbIM questionnaire assesses 24 different values and these are arranged into
four different areas, depending on whether they are focused on your personal
satisfaction, your personal development, your relationships or your connections with
the community.
The diagram below shows the six values which you ranked most highly when
completing the first part of the VbIM questionnaire. Each value is placed within its
appropriate area in the circle.

Average rank 11.33

Average rank 7.00
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Average rank 13.17

Average rank 18.50

This diagram will help you to see which of the four values themes are currently most
important to you.
A full ranking of all twenty-four values which are assessed by the questionnaire is
shown on the following page.
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The chart below shows your ranking of the 24 values, separated into four columns.
The columns correspond to the four value themes described on the previous page.

Personal
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Libertarian
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On the next few pages the values which you ranked most highly and also those
which you ranked least highly will be described in more detail. You will also be given
some food for thought which comes from a more detailed analysis of the results from
the questionnaire.
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Before continuing, it should be explained that the VbIM questionnaire ranks your
values in three different ways. You may remember that in the first part of the
questionnaire you were asked to indicate your level of agreement with a large
number of detailed statements. This provides an insight into what reallly is important
to you, based on how you feel about very specific issues. Note however that this may
not always correspond to what you actually think is important at a more conscious
level.
It is this detailed rating of specific issues which was used in the previous page to
select out your six top values. The other ranking methods will be discussed later on in
the report, but for the moment, the following descriptions focus on your top six and
bottom three values from detailed ranking. Your top six values were 'Influence',
'Personal Growth', 'Career Progression', 'Legacy', 'Excitement' and 'Fame' and your
bottom three values were 'Harmony', 'Culture' and 'Tradition'.

Your top six most important values
Influence
People who place value on Influence are motivated to make a difference - often
by means of their work with and through others. This can drive them to seek
positions where they have more opportunity to exert influence over people,
policy or tasks. For this reason it is not unusual to find them in leadership
positions. However, their style in such positions will be highly influenced by their
other personal values as well as by their personality. Some express themselves
by being quite forceful and persuasive. Others can be more subtle or
democratic. Either way, they are drawn to the centre of things where they can
gain satisfaction from controlling purpose and direction.
Your results suggest that Influence is the most important value for you amongst all
the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly important to you
as a source of motivation.
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This suggests that you see leadership and the ability to influence the direction of
people and groups as both important and valuable. Whether this means that you do
this directly by taking a leadership role yourself or that you simply admire others that
do so is unclear. However, it is likely that you are motivated by the desire to take a
position, express an opinion and otherwise steer the direction of yourself and others.
This may create a reputation for being a 'go getter' with high self-confidence although this is not always founded on as much self-confidence as might appear to
the outsider. You may also need to beware of being seduced by your conviction that
you alone know what needs to be done and achieved. Perhaps there are times when
you could do a little less expressing and advocating and a little more enquiring and
listening.
At work your desire to influence can be a much-valued characteristic which
expresses itself in your willingness to take responsibility and initiative. However, it
may become an issue in organisations where there is little in the way of hierarchy,
where there are clear rules to be followed or where decision making is highly
consensual or democratic.

Personal Growth
People who value Personal Growth seek new opportunities and challenges that
they believe will enable them to develop their potential. They tend to take
personal responsibility for their own development and they usually see this as a
life-long process. Their search for new experiences may involve elements of fun
and immediate satisfaction but there will usually be a strong focus on the
potential for new skill acquisition. They have an agenda to both supplement and
develop to a higher level the skills, competencies and experiences which they
already possess.
Your results suggest that Personal Growth is the second most important value for
you amongst all the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly
important to you as a source of motivation.
This suggests that developing your skills and potential is something that motivates
you. This may express itself in the way you seek out opportunities that stretch your
current skills or that enable you to develop new ones. You may therefore wish to
spend a significant amount of time in 'learning mode'. A possible consequence could
be that you move on to new things quite quickly. This could mean that you
sometimes neglect to take the time to consolidate and integrate your newly acquired
knowledge or skills or that you take things on that are a stretch too far.
From a work perspective this thirst for learning can be extremely valuable. Some
roles require someone who is hungry to learn new things and willing to stretch
beyond their current level of experience or knowledge. However, it is also important
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to recognise that other roles can emphasise the opposite - a need to consolidate and
work within existing parameters. People high on this value may find such roles less
attractive - at least in the longer term. It is also true that some organisations do not
believe that they should provide the time and space for individual development and
expect learning and growth to be achieved elsewhere. Such organisations may not
therefore satisfy your needs for personal development.

Career Progression
People who are concerned with Career Progression are often extremely driven
and ambitious. Their energy is focussed on making a success of their work life although some may achieve this through activities that may not follow a
traditional career. Either way, they seek significant challenges that require
considerable effort and determination in order to succeed. Their drive can
involve working hard to become an expert or working long hours to achieve
perfection. It is therefore not surprising that such people are often described as
driven, determined and highly competitive with a strong need to succeed at their
chosen activity.
Your results suggest that Career Progression is the 3rd most important value for you
amongst all the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly
important to you as a source of motivation.
This suggests that you put a good deal of energy and effort into your work. People
are likely to see you taking on increasingly challenging projects and may describe
you as driven or ambitious. At times this might lead you to neglect activities that you
consider routine or unimportant since your drive is to 'get on' rather than 'stand still'.
Some people with this kind of focus may end up focussing too much on their future
career at the expense of their health and work-life balance.
From an employment perspective, those who get a high score usually like to see the
next job move ahead of them, whether it is a promotion or an increased challenge.
This would make an organisation with a flat structure with little opportunity for upward
progression or one where there is a limit on the variety of projects that can be
undertaken less attractive to you.
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Legacy
Those who value Legacy wish to be recognised for something they consider to
be important and substantive. Unlike Fame (which is more about visibility),
Legacy is more about making a contribution that has intrinsic value. This may be
in terms of making an important contribution to society. Alternatively it may be in
terms of achieving recognition for one's skills and talents. A concern for Legacy
implies a concern for one's epitaph, for one's reputation or for the tributes that
one hopes will follow one's achievements. People who value Legacy place
importance on the meaning and value of their past efforts, with the aim of
ensuring that these are more likely to have some element of longevity.
Your results suggest that Legacy is the 4th most important value for you amongst all
the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly important to you
as a source of motivation.
You are probably concerned about your reputation and want to be recognised for the
contribution you make. You may spend a considerable amount of time questioning
whether what you are doing is worthwhile - which may be in terms of whether it will
be seen by the larger public or will outlive you or the immediate circumstance. This
may detract from more immediate or spontaneous activities and you may lose sight
of the present by dwelling on the past and how it will be seen in the future.
From an employment viewpoint this may mean that you wish to use your time and
energy doing things that are important or memorable. Since this could make you less
motivated to deal with day-to-day matters you consider to be trivial - at least within
the bigger scheme of things - it is important that you find some intrinsic meaning and
purpose to what you are doing.

Excitement
The primary goal of a person who values Excitement is to have a good time and
to arrange life so that there are ample opportunities for fun and recreation. They
may also have a need for excitement and variety, a wish to 'live for the moment'
and not to delay gratification. Often fun-loving individuals are fast living, expect
instant results and are usually not weighed down with the 'baggage' of the past.
Your results suggest that Excitement is the 5th most important value for you amongst
all the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly important to
you as a source of motivation.
You appear to place a high value on having fun, living in the present, seizing the
moment and letting tomorrow unfold. You are likely to give a higher priority to what
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happens today than to making plans for the future.
Some people will find this approach extremely refreshing. They may admire your
capacity to make the most out of life. Perhaps you have achieved just the right
balance between seeking pleasure today, enabling you to release or escape from the
pressures of everyday living. However, there will be some critics who may regard
your approach as a little too carefree, irresponsible or even hedonistic. Perhaps you
sometimes burn the candle at both ends and find that you have not given sufficient
thought to the events of tomorrow.
In an employment context, such an emphasis on the present suits certain
action-packed environments where there are constant demands (as long as a person
enjoys these demands, that is). However in other job situations, where the
requirement is for a more controlled and regulated approach, having such an
emphasis on fun, stimulation and immediacy could become more problematic.

Fame
Those who value Fame usually enjoy being in the limelight and at the centre of
attention. They have a particularly strong need for recognition and the
admiration of their peers, quite apart from that of the wider community. People
with a concern for fame are motivated to create a noticeable public image, to the
extent they may even seek infamy as opposed to fame, since to be completely
ignored is, for them, the worst thing of all. Seeking fame can involve a wide
range of activities but at its core is the desire to be visible and recognised.
Your results suggest that Fame is the 6th most important value for you amongst all
the 24 values. This means that this area appears to be particularly important to you
as a source of motivation.
Being in the spotlight then is probably either something you actively seek for yourself
or that you admire in others who manage to achieve celebrity or are in the public eye.
People with this value (and who also have the personal confidence to put themselves
forward) can invest a good deal of energy in activities that have an audience situations where people are likely to be present, to notice and to talk about what
happens.
If this applies to you, then you are unlikely to "hide your light under a bushel" and this
could make you quite an 'exciting' person. However, some people may find your
behaviour too dramatic or self-focussed. Perhaps, at times, your need for visibility
and personal recognition overshadows the need to work in co-operation with others
and may have consequences for how you are seen as a team player. At times the
value you place on visibility could feel a little 'high-risk' since being in the limelight
can be rewarding but it can also leave you exposed.
On the other hand, if you do not have the personal confidence to live and express
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this value in your own behaviour, you may find people who do very appealing. This
may show itself in the way you admire or become jealous of certain people who
succeed at being in the limelight. You may like to consider how you feel towards
friends who are more extrovert or exhibitionist than yourself or towards celebrities of
one kind or another.
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Your least important values
Libertarian
Those who value the Libertarian approach to life believe that people should be
allowed to follow their own conscience. They often view society as placing
unnecessary constraints on individuals and place great emphasis on the
concept of individual freedom. A consequence is that they tend to believe in
allowing people to choose what they do and how they want to live. They believe
that any societal boundaries should be as broad as possible, thus enabling
people to exercise free will.
Your results suggest that Libertarian is the 21st most important value for you
amongst all the 24 values. This suggests that this area is probably not an important
source of motivation for you.
It seems from this that you believe that society needs to constrain individual freedom
for the greater good. You appear to believe that society needs rules and regulations
and accept that this will necessarily curtail individual freedom to some degree. Whilst
you may agree with the principle of free will and individual choice, you seem to
believe that if this is allowed free reign, society could not operate effectively. You
strongly believe that people cannot always do just what they want.
In a work context you accept the need for regulations, control structures and
authorities which makes you more prepared than most to accept and enforce
adherence to the rules and systems.

Harmony
Those who value Harmony believe that, as a society, we need to develop
understanding and tolerance. This involves the appreciation of difference and an
interest in the 'common good'. They believe that people should make an active
attempt to get on with each other and to live in a non-judgemental manner.
Harmony implies give-and-take and aspects of respect, but does not necessarily
imply authority, or indeed passivity - rather a conscious attempt to amiably
cohabit in a complex world.
Your results suggest that Harmony is the 22nd most important value for you amongst
all the 24 values. This suggests that this area is probably not an important source of
motivation for you.
You appear to have your own opinions about many if not most matters and may be
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less willing than others to accept and co-exist with people of different persuasions.
You may not show as much interest in trying to understand different kinds of people
since you seem to have developed your own opinions about what makes a good
society.
In an organisational setting you may not always appreciate the way that diversity can
bring useful new ideas and viewpoints. In fact, you may be a little intolerant of
different opinions and styles, which may lead you to take a stand and disrupt the
harmony of the group at times. You may even promote a certain amount of friction in
human relationships, and in society as a whole, based on the belief that the 'pearl in
the oyster' is formed from a degree of irritation.

Culture
Some people have a great love of cultural expression in its various forms such
as painting, music, drama, dancing etc. Such things may not have great
practical or functional value, but people who value culture feel that there are
more important things that reside in human imagination and sensitivity. They
appreciate aesthetic expression but they also usually value self-expression and
people who dare to be different. People with such values are likely to promote
the importance and richness of human imagination which they see as an
important pillar of society. They may see culture as an 'educational' and
aesthetic force for good, as a source of intellectual and emotional meaning or as
a high form of freedom of expression.
Your results suggest that Culture is the 23rd most important value for you amongst all
the 24 values. This suggests that this area is probably not an important source of
motivation for you.
This suggests that you are less interested in various forms of 'the arts' (whether this
be painting, music, drama, architecture, dance and so on) than most people. Indeed,
you may even be puzzled as to what others see in many cultural expressions. Whilst
you may still appreciate certain forms of artistic expression you are unlikely to see it
as central to people's lives. Your view could be that it is either peripheral or even
downright fanciful and that people should place greater emphasis on things that are
more practical or functional. From a work perspective you may find it hard to identify
with an organisation that is centred on artistic or cultural activities but where you
cannot see the practical benefits.
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Tradition
Tradition is a powerful value that reinforces the norms and acceptable principles
of society. It involves the idea that there are rules of conduct that regulate
behaviour and that sets of values are at the heart of a good society. It can also
involve the idea that we should show more respect for the past and our heritage.
Those who value tradition are likely to be supporters of the established order of
things and of the notion of authority and are likely to place particular emphasis
on groupings such as the family or various traditional authority figures and
institutions.
Your results suggest that Tradition is the least important value for you amongst all the
24 values. This suggests that this area is probably not an important source of
motivation for you.
It seems that you would not appreciate a society that shows too much respect for the
past and its rules and rituals. You probably believe that many traditions have
become outdated and need to be reviewed in the light of modern-day realities.
Perhaps you find the sense of order, authority and dependability that tradition brings
to be constraining and unnecessary. This makes you likely to challenge the status
quo and to criticise some of the guiding principles which have been established and
embedded into society.
In an employment context your approach to tradition means that you are likely to
criticise the methods of the past and bring in new ideas that allow for growth, change
and improvement. This could make you a welcome innovator or a thorn in the side of
authority. It is very likely that you would not be attracted to traditional, stable,
authoritarian or hierarchical organisations.
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We hope that you have found this report useful. It is intended to act as a mirror by
reflecting your more conscious ideas but also to highlight areas that may be just
under the surface.
The importance of our values cannot be under-estimated. Together with our
personality, they are core to our sense of identity. They are sometimes buried deep in
our history where the pressures of our upbringing and experience have resulted in
them becoming shrouded in our stories that are part truth and part myth.
As mentioned earlier, clarifying our true values makes decisions easier and better
and gives us a compass with which to navigate through life. Sometimes it's the
smallest decisions that can change our lives forever.
Whether this report has helped you to gain radical insight or simply helped you to
clarify what you already understand, it is worth contemplating the thoughts below:

We shall not cease from exploration,
and the end of all our exploring
will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the first time.

Knowing others is wisdom, knowing yourself is
enlightenment.
Lao Tzu

T. S. Eliot
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